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PURPOSE AND OBJECTIVES  

At Wheaton Precious Metals Corp. (“Wheaton” or the “Company”), we are committed to fostering a 

diverse environment where individual differences are respected, and diversity is promoted and valued. 

Employing and engaging a diverse workforce enhances the Company’s effectiveness by leveraging 

access to a wide array of experiences, skills, talents and knowledge. The Company recognizes the 

benefits from creating and maintaining a diverse and inclusive culture within our workforce, including 

exposure to different perspectives. In addition, developing human capital is key to our success and helps 

employees build and strengthen the skills they need to learn and grow as well as increase performance, 

capabilities and resources.  

The Diversity and Leadership Committee (“D&L Committee”) is being established to assist Wheaton in 

furthering our commitment to diversity and inclusion, and human capital and to foster an environment that 

attracts and retains the best talent, values diversity of life experiences and perspectives, and encourages 

innovation. The objectives of the D&L Committee will be to:  

▪ Build capacity and competency to lead and manage a diverse workforce by incorporating 
diversity and inclusion awareness training into the Company’s leadership development program;  

▪ Support the goal of a work environment with equal access to opportunities for professional 
growth and advancement; 

▪ Support the goal of an inclusive, equitable and diverse work environment;  

▪ Enhance Company’s communications to raise diversity and inclusion awareness and seek to 
remove unconscious biases; and 

▪ Support positive engagements with stakeholders, considering and respecting their unique 
perspectives, experiences and needs. 

COMPOSITION AND OPERATIONS  

In general, the D&L Committee membership should reflect a diverse mix of employees, taking into 

consideration factors such as race, colour, religion, gender and gender identity, sexual orientation, family 

or marital status, political belief, age, national or ethnic origin, citizenship or physical or mental disability, 

etc. In addition, members should reflect different business areas of Wheaton.  

The D&L Committee reports to the CEO.  

The D&L Committee will meet at least once a quarter and more frequently if required to in order to meet 

its purpose and objectives.  

PILLARS, DUTIES AND RESPONSIBILITIES  

In carrying out its duties and responsibilities, the D&L Committee will take into account the following key 

pillars: 

▪ Accessibility 

▪ Education and Awareness 

▪ Celebration and Recognition 
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The Committee will have the following duties and responsibilities which may evolve over time: 

▪ Provide opportunities for professional and personal development through workshops, speakers, 
and online resources;  

▪ Develop and provide educational and other learning opportunities for Wheaton’s employees that 
focus on the importance of diversity, inclusion and unconscious bias so they feel empowered to 
embrace equality;  

▪ Promote good news stories across Wheaton that highlight the efforts of our team members;  

▪ Ensure information is easily accessible and available for all employees including supporting 
documents to provide easy understanding of the Company’s approach to diversity and inclusion;  

▪ Conduct employee engagement surveys to provide anonymous feedback.  

▪ Encourage and support employees in embracing their diversity;  

▪ Acknowledge and support important cultural events when possible; 

▪ Create opportunities for employees to provide feedback to, and engagement with, management 
about organizational culture (i.e. pulse surveys, DEI surveys, anonymous satisfaction surveys, 
etc.) and equity in the workplace; 

▪ Provide recommendations for the development or modification of policies and practices that will 
improve diversity, inclusivity, and equity efforts in the workplace; 

▪ Provide feedback and insight to management on issues of culture, equity, inclusion, diversity, 
and professional development in the workplace; and 

▪ Identify opportunities for Wheaton to engage with its broader communities around equity and 
inclusion (i.e. community volunteer activities, corporate social responsibility initiatives).  

The D&L Committee shall also have such other duties and responsibilities as delegated to it by the CEO. 


